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Abstract

This work aims to study some of the most prominent publicly available models for the
text-to-image generation task. In addition, we investigated whether an ensemble of
these models can achieve better results using a CLIP model as a ranker. To perform
these experiments, we selected two available models that performed well on the public
MS-COCO benchmark. We also experimented with Stable Diffusion, a diffusion model
that became popular due to the quality of the images it generates. We evaluated each
model and the ensembles in subsets of the MS-COCO and FLICKR datasets.

1 Introduction

The desire to create an image simply by describing it is not new. A significant amount of
research has been done by exploring different models and architectures to perform text-to-
image generation. In the last months, we have been bombarded with breakthroughs in the
field. Google presented Imagen [1], a diffusion model that was able to generate incredibly
realistic results and achieved state-of-the-art results in the MS-COCO [2] evaluation dataset.
A few weeks later, Google presented Parti [3], an autoregressive model with nearly 20 billion
parameters that surpassed the Imagen results in MS-COCO and showed that autoregressive
models could achieve astonishing results as well.

While the results of the Google models were impressive, the Google team did not provide
any way for the community to interact with the model, since the code, dataset and model
weights were not turned public, most likely due to fear of the malicious applications that such
models could have. In this scenario, a couple of weeks after Parti appeared, a new diffusion
model called “Stable Diffusion” was published by stabilityAI 1. It showed a remarkable
capability to generate convincing images; however, no benchmarks were published on the
performance of the model in traditional datasets. Stable Diffusion weights were later made
public and numerous applications derived from it.

Regarding text-to-image generation, we see in the field a huge gap between the best
performing models and the models that are publicly available, since most developers of the
SOTA models end up choosing not to make the models public for diverse reasons, such as
fear of misuse or commercial implications. This situation motivates the research presented
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here, where we aim to study and discuss how well the currently available models perform
in traditional Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [4, 5] evaluations.

2 Related Work

Recently, LAFITE [6] has introduced a new way to train text-to-image models. Instead of
relying in manually annotated text-to-image pairs, it invests in the high correlation between
text and images predicted by CLIP [7] and uses a pretrained clip model to generate text
features from the image features. It achieved impressive in-domain results, surpassing even
Dall-E [8] in the MS-COCO dataset under the FID metric. The authors made the weights
publicly available.

GLIDE [9] is a diffusion model that achieved notable results in various datasets. The
main version of GLIDE was composed of two parts: a text-conditioned diffusion model that
generated images at a resolution of 64×64, and a text-conditioned upsampling diffusion
model that increases the generation to the 256×256 resolution. The associated paper showed
the capability of GLIDE to generate realistic images. Although GLIDE did not make the
weights public, it provided a smaller version of the model trained on a filtered dataset that
did not contain humans or hatred symbols.

Stable Diffusion [10] is a latent text-to-image diffusion model that takes advantage of
a CLIP ViT-L/14 encoder in order to condition the model generation. The model was
trained in a subset of the LAION 5B [11] dataset. The training was done with images with
a resolution of 256×256 pixels. The model was then finetuned in images with 512×512
pixels.

3 Methodology

This section describes the main stages of the methodology proposed in this work.

3.1 Selected Models

In total, three different models were used in this study: LAFITE, GLIDE and Stable
Diffusion, which are briefly described as follows.

LAFITE was selected due to the high FID reported on the MS-COCO benchmark when
finetuned on the dataset, rivaling much larger models such as Parti and Imagen. We choose
to use the version of LAFITE that was finetuned on the MS-COCO dataset.

GLIDE was selected because it was the next best performing model in the MS-COCO
benchmark with available checkpoints. However, the available weights were not the same
ones that achieved the best performing results in MS-COCO. In this study, we use the
filtered version of GLIDE that was made public. This version is smaller and was trained
on a filtered subset of the original GLIDE. This subset excluded figures of humans and
sensitive symbols and, even with these limitations, it was shown that this model could still
generate reasonable results [9]. However, the model is unable to generate certain objects
and humans.
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Finally, we selected Stable Diffusion as one of our candidates due to its recent popu-
larity. We used Stable Diffusion to generate 256×256 images; however, we observed later
in the study that the quality of the generations from Stable Diffusion degraded a lot when
generating images in a different resolution than the one used for finetuning the model, which
was 512×512 pixels. It is likely that we would have found much more promising results by
using Stable Diffusion to generate 512×512 images and then downscale to 256×256 pixels.

3.2 Ensembles

This work also aims to study how well the selected models can cooperate to achieve better
performance. In order to do that we will experiment with two singular configurations:

• Ensemble 1 - A cooperation between all 3 models.

• Ensemble 2 - A cooperation between only GLIDE and Stable Diffusion.

The ensemble process is simple: we generate a certain amount of candidates images for
a given prompt with each model and then use a CLIP model to score each candidate. The
candidate with the best score is selected and used as the “output” of the ensemble. For the
remainder of this report, we will refer to the process just described as CLIP reranking. Note
that this process demands inference from all the models involved in the ensemble, which
can be quite computationally expensive.

In this work, mainly due to computational constraints, we generated eight candidates
for each model and prompt. We will later also discuss how much each one of the selected
models performance improves when using CLIP reranking in eight samples.

3.3 Selected Datasets

In order to evaluate the selected models and ensembles, we choose to use the MS-COCO and
FLICKR datasets. MS-COCO was selected since it is a traditional benchmark for text-to-
image generation; however, some of the selected models (namely LAFITE) were finetuned
on the dataset, meaning that we needed another dataset in order to make more accurate
comparisons in a zero-shot scenario. For this purpose, we selected FLICKR.

Due to computational constraints, this work was unable to use the full validation set
for MS-COCO (41000 images and text pairs) and the full FLICKR dataset (30000 image
and text pairs). Instead, we selected a subset of one thousand images from MS-COCO
validation set and from FLICKR to perform our evaluations. For the same reason, we
could not calculate the FID metric in the standard 50 thousand images [12]. Therefore, we
calculate each FID in a set of a thousand images and compute some extra metrics, such as
LPIPS [13] and SSIM [14], to improve our analysis.

Furthermore, while the MS-COCO dataset has only one caption for each image in the
dataset, the FLICKR dataset provides on average 5 different captions for each image. In
this work, we choose to use for each image the caption with the highest length, assuming
that it would be a more detailed description of the image.
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4 Results

This section presents and discusses the experimental results achieved with this work.

4.1 Comparing models

We start our study by exploring a couple of samples from each model. Figure 1 shows
different prompts and the images generated by each model.

Figure 1: Random samples from each model using prompts from MS-COCO.

From these samples, we can see that GLIDE and LAFITE generate images closer to
reality, while Stable Diffusion’s 256×256 images have more visual artifacts.

Another interesting aspect is how diverse the generations of each model are. In other
words, how diverse are the samples of each model for the same prompt. Figures 2 and 3
show three different generations for the same prompt. It is possible to observe that GLIDE
and Stable Diffusion are able to generate different images each time, whereas LAFITE
generates almost identical images, only with small alterations such as flipping some objects
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in the scene.

Figure 2: Generations for the prompt “this is a kitchen with dishes and a silver sink”.

We also observe that the prompt shown in Figure 3 involves the notion of an “old
man”, Stable Diffusion and LAFITE are able to handle the concept and generate somewhat
cohesive images. However, this version of GLIDE (since it was not trained in any images
containing humans) is unable to understand the notion and completely ignores it in its
generations, focusing only on other aspects of the prompt such as “cross” and “through the
forest”.

4.2 Quantitative Comparison

We evaluated each model in our respective datasets in order to know how well each of them
performs on their own. Table 1 shows the FID obtained in each dataset.

We can see that LAFITE achieves the best FID value on both datasets. GLIDE is the
second best in MS-COCO, while Stable Diffusion is the second best in FLICKR.
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Figure 3: Generations for the prompt “the old man cross country skis through the forest”.

Table 1: Results for each model generating only 1 sample.

Model MS-COCO (FID) FLICKR(FID)

LAFITE 7.209 4.422
GLIDE 9.509 7.984
Stable Diffusion 12.912 7.957

4.3 CLIP Reranking

As mentioned previously, we are also interested in exploring how much we can improve
the results of a given model using CLIP Reranking. We show the resulting images when
generating only one sample for a couple of prompts in Figure 4 and the resulting images
for the same prompts after CLIP Reranking with 8 samples in Figure 5.

We show in Table 2 the FID results for each model when generating only one sample and
when generating 8 samples by applying CLIP reranking. We can see that LAFITE shows
a very similar FID both when generating only 1 sample and when generating 8, which is
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Figure 4: Resulting images when generating 1 sample.

expected since, as observed previously, LAFITE cannot generate a very diverse set of images
for the same prompt. Both GLIDE and Stable Diffusion showed an improvement of around
0.7 FID point when generating 8 samples in MS-COCO; however, the same did not happen
in the FLICKR dataset, where both GLIDE and Stable Diffusion were slightly worse.

Table 2: Comparison between the FID achieved when generating only one sample (FID(1))
and when applying CLIP reranking in 8 samples (FID(8)).

MS-COCO FLICKR

Model FID(1) FID(8) Difference FID(1) FID(8) Difference

LAFITE 7.209 7.267 -0.057 4.422 4.378 0.044
GLIDE 9,509 8.708 0.800 7.984 8.112 -0.128
Stable Diffusion 12.912 12.271 0.640 7.957 7.993 -0.042
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Figure 5: Resulting images when generating 8 samples and selecting with CLIP.

4.4 Ensembles

We showed previously that each of the models being studied has significant problems:
GLIDE cannot generate humans, Stable Diffusion in the studied configuration had trouble
in generating realistic images, whereas LAFITE cannot generate diverse samples. Given
these problems, we investigated the capacity of collaboration among the samples generated
by each model.

The ensemble process used is straightforward, where each model generates 8 candidate
samples, making a total of 24 candidates. Each candidate is scored by CLIP and the image
with the highest score is selected as the “output” of the ensemble. In other words, we just
use CLIP reranking between the samples generated from all the models involved in the
ensemble.

We study two different ensembles:

• Ensemble 1 - A cooperation between all 3 models.
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• Ensemble 2 - A cooperation between only GLIDE and Stable Diffusion.

The motivation for studying the collaboration between only GLIDE and Stable Diffusion
is that they should be able to cover each other’s flaws. Stable Diffusion can generate
symbols and humanoid figures, but GLIDE cannot, whereas GLIDE can provide more
realistic generations of scenes and ambient. In addition, we also intended to see whether
the combination of both models could surpass LAFITE. Table 3 shows the metrics of both
ensembles and for each model.

Table 3: Metrics for each of the selected models and ensembles.

MS-COCO FLICKR

Model FID LPIPS PNSR SSIM FID LPIPS PNSR SSIM

LAFITE 7.267 0.6485 8.4223 0,1486 4.387 0.6681 8.7369 0.1668
GLIDE 8.708 0.6671 8.7779 0.2361 8.112 0.7045 8.7600 0.2221
Stable Diffusion 12.271 0.7167 7.2750 0.1674 8.000 0.7359 7.5508 0.1429
Ensemble 1 7.307 0.6559 8.8111 0.1497 4.316 0.6773 8.6088 0.1662
Ensemble 2 9.162 0.6804 8.2234 0.1783 6.848 0.7224 7.9396 0.1635

Regarding the MS-COCO dataset, we can see from the results that neither ensemble 1
nor ensemble 2 was able to achieve better performance than the individual models. Ensemble
1 reached metrics similar to LAFITE, while ensemble 2 achieved metrics that are a couple
of points lower than GLIDE. Apparently, since the models had a significant disparity in the
quality of the results, the collaboration was not successful.

However, when we observe the results for FLICKR dataset, while ensemble 1 again
shows similar metrics to LAFITE, ensemble 2 shows an interesting fact where this ensemble
outperformed both original models under FID metric by more than 1 point. It is also worth
mentioning that, on this dataset, both Stable Diffusion and GLIDE have similar capabilities.
These results indicate that, in order to see improvements by using CLIP reranking-based
ensembles, the original models should have a similar performance. When one model is much
better than the others, the ensemble seems to be only as good as the best in the ensemble
model.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we studied publicly available text-to-image models that showed promising
results in the MS-COCO benchmark in the last few years, evaluating then in subsets of
the MS-COCO and FLICKR datasets. We evaluated each model in each subset, studied
the effects of CLIP reranking in 8 samples from each model, and studied the gains in
performance of CLIP reranking-based ensembles in two different configurations. We observe
that CLIP reranking provided gains to models that are able to generate diverse samples in
the majority of cases, but there were exceptions.

Finally, we observed that our CLIP reranking ensembles were always limited to the
performance of the best individual model when the models composing the ensembles have a
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high disparity between them. However, when the individual models had similar capabilities,
the ensemble tended to be successful.

As directions for future work, we could explore more models or other variations, such
as Stable Diffusion for generating 512×512 images. It would also be interesting to extend
the evaluations to the entire dataset and see if the results found in this research still hold.
Finally, we could evaluate other reranking methods, such as other versions of CLIP or even
other methods that measure text and image correlation.
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